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Chairman of the Board, JCCP

Opening

Address: Mr. WAKATSUKI Kazuhiro,
Director Policy Planning Division, Natural 
Resources and Fuel Department、METI

“Strategies and initiatives for oil and gas in times of global economic
upheaval: Stable supply and green transformation”

Opening: Mr. Tsuyoshi Nakai
CEO, JCCP

The 41st JCCP International Symposium was held in a hybrid format.
The main theme of this year’s symposium was “Strategies & Initiatives for Oil & Gas in Times of
Global Economic Upheaval.” We discussed the key issues of “leadership and HR development in
times of change,” and “technology development and business strategies” at each panel with the
participation of leaders in each field from oil-producing countries, aiming to balance stable supply
and decarbonization. We deepened insights into the future business development and
sustainability of the oil and gas industry in the international community.
Approximately 600 people participated, from the Japanese Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry; oil-producing companies; respective embassies in Japan; government offices; and
Japanese and foreign companies and organizations.
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At Leaders Panel 1, there was an active exchange of opinions
among government officials from Middle Eastern and Asian oil and
gas producers, and Japanese and foreign experts in the oil, gas,
energy, and technology fields on the stable supply of energy and
implementation of green transformation. The oil and gas industries
face common challenges such as carbon neutrality and stable
supply, further increasing opportunities for cooperation between
respective countries and companies. We re-confirmed the
importance of cooperation among the oil and gas industries of
consumers and producers in order to continue contributing to the
international community through the energy business.

Leaders Panel 1 “ Strategies and initiatives for oil and gas in times of 
global economic upheaval: Stable supply and green transformation”

Moderator:
Mr. NAKAI Tsuyoshi
CEO, JCCP

Please refer to previous page 
for the presentation materials.

Participants of Panel 1
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Leaders Panel 2 focused on Leadership and HR
development. While the position and environment in
which each country and company is placed differ, we
discussed the development of leaders, which is a challenge
we have in common, as we reach these times of change.
The panelists introduced practical cases and concrete
initiatives, sharing hints for transformation. It was a panel
that made us confirm anew that the management of HR
and leadership were essential for management reform.
(From the Chairperson’s review)

Leaders Panel 2 “Leadership and HR development responding 
to management strategies in times of change”

Chairperson: 
Mr. KIMURA Hiroyuki
Managing Executive Officer
ENEOS Corp.

Please refer to previous 
page for the presentation materials.

Participants of Panel 2
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Leaders Panel 3 “Looking to the future with carbon
management technologies”

Chairperson: 
Mr. MIZUGUCHI Yoshihiro
Executive Officer, CTO 

JGC HD Corp

At Leaders Panel 3, we were able to share how each country was
expanding and advancing initiatives in accordance with their
respective situations and utilizing their strengths for the
development of technology in carbon management.
On the other hand, with the backlash against fossil fuels, efforts
to resolve issues toward the stable supply of transient energy
were also revealed. We strongly felt the necessity of advancing
the development of technologies that contribute to building a
value chain of sustainable energy through international co-
creation that utilizes the strength and characteristics of each
country and within a more realistic timeline. (From the
Chairperson’s review)

Please refer to previous page for 
the presentation materials.

Participants of Panel 3
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